SW Interiors avoids downtime and gets 10 year peace of mind

Established in 2012, SW Interiors is a family-run
kitchen design and installation company based in
Brockholes, near Huddersfield, West Yorkshire.
Offering a free design service using 3D CAD software,
the company specialises in high-quality, made-tomeasure kitchens. It also offers bespoke made-tomeasure furniture for bedrooms and dressing rooms.
Everything is manufactured in house, with great
attention to detail, before being fitted into the
customer’s home.

data logging the site, we recommended the purchase
and installation of a new, market-leading Atlas Copco
GA7-8.5 Rotary Screw air compressor with a built-in
dryer.
Why PPS?:
PPS had installed the original compressor when SW
Interiors began trading in 2012 and had been
responsible for servicing it, so the two companies
already had a good working relationship.
Key benefits:
By ordering a new air compressor, SW Interiors was
able to benefit from a free hire model until the new
machine was installed.
Providing compressed air to run point-to-point
drilling machines used in the manufacture of the
kitchen and bedroom units, the new compressor has
spare capacity, which could potentially be used to
drive other machinery in the future.
The new unit is under Guardian cover at a fixed
price, which covers both service and warranty costs
for the next 10 years, giving the customer additional
peace of mind.

Another happy customer:

Project date: 2018
What was needed:
Early in 2018, the company’s second-hand air
compressor suffered a failure and, when it became
clear that it was no longer worth repairing, given the
age of the machine, a replacement compressor
needed to be purchased and installed.
What we did:
To ensure that SW Interiors could continue
manufacturing its bespoke kitchen units, we installed
a free hire machine to tide the company over. After

“PPS are first class: professional and reliable.
Whatever they say they are going to do, they
do – and they do it when they say they are
going to do it. They offered a top-notch
service throughout and they helped us to keep
the business running. We would definitely
recommend the company and use them again
ourselves.”
Stuart Wood, Director at SW Interiors.
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